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Hunt  —  the   selection   for   its   quarry   of   warrantable   stags   and   obser-
vance  of   a   close   season   for   propagation   of   the   species.   Some,   he

says,   argue   that   the   hunted   deer   experiences   extreme   terror,   but   this
is   doubtful,   for   it   is   easy   to   credit   animals   with   human   emotions.
Once   the   obnoxious   scent   and   noises   of   pursuit   are   removed   the   deer's
alarm   ceases.   (Sportsmen   of   experience   in   India   know   that   this   is
so,   and   not   only   in   regard   to   deer.)   He   also   remarks   that   it   is
the   custom   of   the   Exmoor   Hunt   to   kill   the   harboured   stag   with   a
humane   killer   so   that   any   charge   of   cruelty   must   hinge   upon   the   chase
itself.

Another   contributor   points   out   that   those   who   wish   to   abolish
hunting   the   deer   (by   staghounds   as   on   Exmoor   and   in   the   New
Forest)   are,   however,   unwillingly   or   unwittingly   doing   their   best   to
abolish   the   wild   red   deer   by   affording   scope   to   the   poacher;   and   is
convinced   that   in   an   increasingly   crowded   and   hungry   world,   where
man   becomes   more   and   more   the   master   of   all   animals   except   himself,
no   large   land   animal   will   in   the   long   run   be   able   to   survive   unless
it   ministers   conspicuously   to   the   profit,   the   pleasure   or   the   appetites
of  man.

All   the   above,   with   the   exception   of   the   use   of   the   humane   killer,
has   been   expressed   by   the   present   writer   in   one   way   or   another   in   his
various   writings   or   contributions   to   the   Journal   of   the   Bombay
Natural   History   Society   during   the   past   few   years.   So   we   see   that
the   principles   of   the   conservation   of   game   animals   are   much   the   same
in   both   western   and   eastern   countries.

Another   contributor   to   the   Sunday   Times   argues   that   the   first
contributor's   article   is   merely   an   apologia   for   hunting   the   deer;   and
another   from   Oxford   states   that   during   the   last   war,   according   to
the   Minister   of   Agriculture,   60   per   cent   of   the   deer   in   the   country
of   the   Devon   and   Somerset   Hunt   were   killed   in   organised   shoots;
and   that   in   1951   the   same   Hunt   organised   some   shoots   and
the   Master   wrote   in   a   weekly   journal:   'Shotguns   in   responsible
hands   were   used   under   the   Joint   Master's   standing   order   limiting
the   range   to   ten   yards.   The   result   was   perfectly   satisfactory.'   All
conversant   with   the   subject   in   India   well   know   that   this   latter   method
could   not   be   used  and  would   be   in   no^  way  satisfactory   in   this   country.

c/o   Lloyds   Bank,
Piccadilly,   r,   W.   BURTON,
London   W.i,   Tj.-Coh,   i.a.   (Retd.).
September   18,   1953.

5.     BAYAS   AND   FIRE-FLIES

I   was   informed   that   the   Baya   weaver-bird   illuminated   its   nest   by
means   of   firei-flies,   but   J   took   this   to   be   a   tall   story   until   one   day   I
saw   a   number   of   these   nests   hanging   from   a   palmyra   palm   and   also
a   fallen   one   on   the   ground.   This   nest   was   a   female   nest,   i.e.   one
with   a   pocket   in   the   middle.   In   tearing   this   nest   apart   to   discover
its   shape   and   construction   internally,   I   saw   blobs   of   mud   or   clay
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